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notices this event in a quaint apologetic strain. 
Baltzar was much beloved by all the friends of 
music -" his company was thereupon desired: 
and company, especially musical company, de- 
lighting in drinking, made him drink more than 
ordinary, which brought him. to his grave." 
Baltzar was clearly a victim, and immolated him- 
self on the altar of boon companionship. Being 
musical he drank, and drinking he died; and thus 
the world lost a genius who possessed naturally a 
disposition towards temperance and all the cardinal 
virtues: at least so Antony Wood would persuade 
us. The apparition of Baltzar must have been 
even more astonishing than that of Paganini in 
our own day. He surprised our innocent ancestors 
just when after sawing madrigals they fancied 
that they had been performing instrumental 
music! 

To be continued. 

TAXES ON KNOWLEDGE. 
The direct Taxes on the present number of the 

lMusical Times amount to- 
Duty on Paper, for 6500 copies, at Three- 

halfpence per lb., with 5 per cent. added ?3 1 6 
Duty at Is. 6d. each, on 34 Advertisements 2 11 0 
January and February numbers, brought for- 
ward from p. 336. ............ .................. 12 12 0 

?18 4 6 
besides that the proprietor has to enter into large 
recognizances to the Queen, and is subject to penalties 
of ?20 and upwards, for omitting any one of the 
multifarious requirements of the Stamp Act. 

This amount, ?18 4s. 6d. (were the Taxes repealed), 
might be spent in improving the work or lowering its 
price. It is incumbent upon all who desire the ex- 
tension of EDUCATION, to protest, on every possible 
opportunity, against the continuance of the Taxes on 
Knowledge, especially by a Legislature which pro- 
fesses to encourage LEARNING. 

IMPORTANT POSTAL FACILITY. 
POSTAGE ON MusIC, BOOKS,&C.-A Treasury warrant 

dated January 29th, has been issued regulating the 
sending of Books, Music, Publications and Works of 
Art, through the Post Office.-" Every packet not ex- 
ceeding Ilb. in weight shall be charged 6d.; not 
exceeding 21bs., is.; and for every additional pound 
over 21bs., an additional 6d.; every additional fraction 
to be charged as a pound. No packet to exceed in 
length, breadth, or depth, two feet in dimensions. 
All such packages to be prepaid by stamps affixed on 
the outside, near the address. Every such packet to 
be sent without a cover, open at the ends or sides. 
Any officer of the Post Office to have the power of 
delaying the transmission of such packets for the space 
of 24 hours after the time in which the same ought to 
be despatched in due course of the post. The warrant 
not to affect the transmission by post of the votes and 
proceedings of Parliament, nor British newspapers, 
nor to extend to places beyond sea. If the packets be 
sent without postage-stamps, to be charged double 
postage, or where the stamps are insufficient double 
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postage for the difference of value. The packets to 
contain no sealed or unsealed letter or sealed enclosure 
If the provisions of the warrant be not complied with, 
the packet may be opened and forwarded to the ad- 
dress or returned to the sender; the warrant to come 
into operation on the 1st of March. There will be no 
restriction as to writing on the pages. These may be 
covered with marginal notes without offence to the 
Post Office or obstacle to the transmission of the book." 
The Athenaeum informs us that even more than this 
will be permitted. "A person will be allowed to send 
by the book-post any quantity of paper whether 
printed, written upon (still providing that the writing 
is not mere epistolary correspondence) - or plain; 
together with all legitimate mounting, binding, or 
carving; including also rollers in the case of prints; 
and, in short, whatever is necessary for safe transmis- 
sion of literature or artistic matter." 
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TO CORRESPONDENTS. 
Frank will find many varieties of music set to the Litany at 

our Publisher's. 

Novitius appears already to know more of the little-used term? 
"mi contra fa," than we should be able to tell him. The 
subject would interestfew of our readers. 

S. B. G.-Several lozenges are advertised as being a remedy 
for the sudden hoarseness you describe, but we have no 
experience to guide us as to which are good or otherwise. 
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33ritt ehronicl of the last fontth. 

MR. NEATE'S CLASSICAL SOIREES.-Mr. Neate, the 

distinguished pianist, has commenced a series of 
classical concerts, in the course of which he purposes 
to introduce the principal pianoforte compositions 
and instrumental quartetts of the great masters. The 
taste and judgment with which the programme of 
the first concert was selected, are in keeping with the 
fine talent exhibited by Mr. Neate in the reading and 
execution of the portion of the programme which fell 
to his share. He was assisted by Messrs. Sainton, 
Cooper, Hill, and Piatti. In our next number, we 
intend to enter more into detail about these interesting 
and thoroughly classical entertainments. 

MR. AGUILAR'S SOIREES MUSICALES. The third 
and last soiree announced by Mr. Aguilar, was held 
on the 13th of February. The intention of the pro- 
jector of these entertainments, was to give his patrons 
and friends an opportunity of hearing Beethoven's 
works rendered in a manner, which their high cha- 
racter demands. It is not too much to state that the 
fulfilment of that intention, is the practical result of 
the experiment. Mr. Aguilar, himself, having devoted 
his attention generally to the pianoforte works of the 
great master, was enabled to realize in them many 
beauties, which before had been less prominently 
developed. 

MR. W. STERNDALE BENNETT'S PERFORMANCES OF 
CLASSICAL PIANOFORTE Music.-The second perform- 
ance took place at the Hanover Square Rooms, on 
Tuesday, February the 24th. Mr. Bennett performed 
with beautiful precision, clearness, and taste, and with 
a touch that drew out all the finest tones of the piano- 
forte, Hummel's quintett in E flat minor, pieces by 
Paradies and Handel, a concerto in A minor by 
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